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Financial aids fund students' tuition
by J. Douglas Gumlck
slaH reporter
Many students have more
than their mother and father to
thank for being at the University
pursuing a degree.
The money used to pay their
tuition comes from a variety of
sources.
According to some recent statistics collected by the University's Financial Aid and Student
Employment Office, over 58 percent of University students rely
on state or federal grants to help
payUniversity fees.
These statistics are approximations based on the 1983-84
school year and include students
receiving money from more
than one category.

MiSty mOtOring

Forty-five percent of the student body relies on student
loans, 21 percent hold University
jobs and 15.4 percent of the
students receive some type of
scholarship.
All of this information is
based on statistics collected by
the Office of Financial Aid and
Student Employment at the request of Dr. Dwight Burlingame, acting vice president for
University Relations, said Deb
Heineman, assistant director of
that office.
There are a variety of scholarships available to students,
she said. Many require certain
criteria such as a high grade
point average, extracurricular
activities or other departmental
specifications.

An earlv

"THEY RANGE from small
departmental (used to pay for
books or given some small monetary gift) to University
Achievement (30 per class at
$750 each)," Heineman said.
"There are two Trustee scholarships that are awarded to
freshmen that have a value of
approximately $2,000 each.
"The scholarships fall under a
variety of categories and many
of them are renewable to the
students if they can keep the
high grades that some may require, she added.
The total number of scholarships for freshmen last year
was 470 (representing 8.87 percent of the class) with a total

value of $275,585. Seniors had a
total of 712 students (22.75 percent) in some type of scholarship program tor a total of
$318,491.
"I think the reason for those
numbers differentiating so
much from the freshman to senior classes is that the classes
decrease in size greatly," Heineman said. "While a student is at
the University, he realizes what
is available to him and takes
advantage of such."
According to the Office of
Admissions, this year's freshman class is about 3,000 students, but Heineman said the
number of students who graduate may only be 2,300.
FEDERAL AND guaranteed
student loans were used by more

than 5,400 students last year for
a total of $11,067,078.
While nearly 60 percent of
seniors used loans to help pay
for their education, only 38 percent of freshmen relied on loans.
Heineman said the increase in
grants received may also be
attributed to students moving
away from home and establishing themselves. They find much
more financial aid is available
for their use.
The percentage of freshmen
using some type of grant was
51.6 for a total of $2,063,448.
Seniors received less (about
$1,929,780), but grants were being used by 76.41 percent of the
1963-84 seniors.
The number of seniors with
University jobs was twice that of

the freshmen. More than 800
seniors had jobs funded by University money and another 252
with federally-funded workstudy jobs. The total number of
seniors with University-related
jobs last year was 1,075, 34 percent of the senior class.
Only 10 percent of the freshman class was employed by the
University, with 234 students
involved in the work-study program.
"MANY PARENTS that I've
met do not want their kids to
work because it might be too
much for them to do and won't
allow them to concentrate on
their studies," Heineman said.
However,Heineman said
there are about 2,500 students on
the average University payroll.
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morning motorcyclist, crossing Wooster Street along South College, was silhouetted against the fog and the rising sun yesterday.

Jobless remedy urged
Hay fever breakout felt
by Denise Erwin
assistant copy editor

In the spring, the birds and
bees create a pleasant connotation to most people. But in
the fall, the same bees and
other insects may create an
unpleasant reaction and
widespread breakouts of pollenosis and allergic rhinitis better known as nay fever. '
"We've seen a great number of hay fever sufferers this
fall," said Joanne Navin,
nurse clinician at the University Health Center. "Generally the students who haven't
been exposed to Bowling
Green air (containing pollens
from the plant-saturated
area) are hit the hardest."
Symptoms include repeated and prolonged sneez-

ing, a stuffy and watery nose,
redness, swelling and itching
of the eyes and nose, soarness
and scratching of the throat
and difficult breathing.
"The symptoms are caused
by histamines, natural antibodies that the body releases
when it contacts allergens it
is sensitive to," Navin said.
"Hay fever is diagnosed when
other illnesses are ruled out
by negative throat culture
and white blood count test
results."
ANYONE CAN develop an
allergy to a common substance, but those who do have
usually inherited the tendency, according to the
American Lung Association.
Of people with hay fever, 75
percent are sensitive to ragweed.

Public Safety says
emergency phones
used for prank calls
by April McClellan
staff reporter

Several people have been
abusing the outdoor emergency
phone service by making prank
calls and damaging equipment
according to Dean Gerkens, associate director of the police
division of Public Safety.
"(So far,) receivers have
been cut from two of the
phones," Gerkens said. "We
have also received a lot of false
alarms" by people not involved
in emergency situations picking
up the receivers.
"These special phones are for
the protection of the University's faculty, staff and students,"
he said. People caught tampering with the phones will be
arrested.
Charges vary according to
what damage is done to the
phone.
THE EMERGENCY phones
are in the following six locations

for students, faculty and staff in
need of assistance from the Department of Public Safety/Police: Lot 6, in front of the
stadium; Lot 1, near the Health
Center; between Kreischer
Quadrangle and the Student
Services building; between
Overman Hall and the cemetery; on Sorority Row near
Johnston Hall, and at the intersection of Merry Avenue and
North College Drive.
Two phones were installed in
the sprung of 1983 and the remaining four were installed last
spring.
In an emergency situation,
when someone picks up the
phone receiver, it automatically
activates an alarm from that
location. The Public Safety disEatcher responds to the alarm
y sending police assistance to
the designated location.
"We treat it as a life-threatening situation every time we get
an alarm," Gerkens said.

"The pollen level has been
exceptionally high this year,"
Navin said. "Weather
sources have reported record
pollen counts."
"I always get hay fever
when I come back to school
because there aren't any air
conditioners," said Dee Putnam, sophomore fashion merchandising major. "The only
thing to do is grab a box of
tissues and wait it out."
"Antihistamines are generally prescribed as over-thecounter drugs. We always
suggest lots of liquids," said
Navin. "The best thing to do if
you suffer from hay lever is
to head for air conditioning,
avoid allergens and pray for
frost."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ohio
Gov. Richard Celeste yesterday
urged Congress to create a national bipartisan commission
aimed at improving the unemployment insurance system before a "new crisis is upon us."
Representing the National
Governors' Association, Celeste
told a House Ways and Means
subcommittee that the nation's
economic cycles ensure future
periods of recession and unemployment.
We believe that the current
system is ill-equipped to respond
adequately to that new challenge," Celeste said. "And w«
also believe that it is most advantageous to address needed
reforms now before a new crisis
is upon us."
Celeste, chairman of the NGA
Employment and Training Subcommittee, said the commission
could help adopt existing recommendations and develop new
solutions. Celeste said he and
Illinois Gov. James Thompson
had written President Reagan

last fall about setting up such a
commission.
Celeste also said a new, permanent, extended unemployment insurance benefit program
should be established "which
will remain a federal-state partnership but will require that in
periods of high unemployment,
the federal partner will contribute the greater amount."
In addition, Celeste said there
must be a close tie between the
jobless benefits program and
training and work programs for
the long-term unemployed; that
states be given as much flexibility as possible in administering
the program; and that states be
given sufficient time to make
adjustments to major changes
in federal funding or policy.
THE FEDERAL-STATE unemployment compensation system is designed to provide
temporary and partial wage replacement to involuntarily unemployed workers.
Celeste said that as of July 31,

states owed the federal government $10.6 billion in loans used
to pay unemployment compensation. He said that since he has
been governor, Ohio has reduced its $2 billion trust fund
debt by $700 million through a
tightening of benefit coverage
and increased taxes.
Celeste also cited a recent
study that indicated only 29 percent of the unemployed received
any form of unemployment insurance benefit last June, the
lowest percentage in the history
of the program. He said that
with the decline of those eligible
for jobless benefits, more costs
of services to the poor must be
borne by state and local governments.
In testimony prepared for the
committee by Rep. Marcy Kaptur, the Ohio Democrat said an
"inexcusably" low percentage
of unemployed workers receive
unemployment insurance benefits and that a fairer federalstate cost-sharing approach
should be established.

Students can pay with plastic
by Dina Horwedel
reporter

Your car drops its transmission on Interstate 75, student fees
are due tomorrow and all your jeans have holes in them. Mom and
Dad won't float you a loan and you're stuck without a cent to your
name. Where's the Visa when you need it?
Students can and do own credit cards. Credit cards help in case
of an emergency, pay off the bursar until
the student loan comes through or buy a
new outfit for that hot date while you
wait for the next paycheck.
Credit cards, like any other form of
credit, require the user to exhibit a
certain amount of responsibility, said
Jean Wilhelm, assistant office manager
at Macy's department store. Spending
$1000 in one day on clothes when you
know it isn't possible to pay for them is a
no-no.
For this reason, most credit cards
have ceilings on the amount that can be
charge* to the cardholder's account.
Most major credit cards, such as Visa,
Mastercard and American Express,
have minimum income requirements for
applicants.
Many department stores and major credit companies have
student charge accounts, which carry a lower line of credit and
less strict application requirements.

available to any University student with a valid I.D. and driver's
license. The student can charge against the account the day it is
opened, she said.
Wilhelm said one of the advantages of opening a charge account
at a major department store is "ithelps the student get started on
a credit basis and establish a good credit."
Like any other form of credit, Wilhelm said, "a credit card is
only as good as how they (the students) treat it... you have some
students, just like any other people in this world, that charge stuff
and are amazed that they have to pay for

• *You have scone students,
just like any other people in
this world, that charge stuff
and are amazed that they have
topayforitjy

Parcell also said he obtained credit
cards from several department stores in
the past year for the same reason.
"They re a sense of security," he said.
He said most of the goods and services
he charges are school- or car-related.
Interest rates and cardholder fees
vary. For a $20 application fee, a person
can receive Visa, Mastercard or both. It
costs an additional $20 per year to keep card privileges.
Parcel! said annual interest on a Visa account is 19.8 percent and
for Mastercard it is 18 percent. The interest does not begin to
accumulate, however, until a month after the goods or services
have been charged.
"I'm a firm believer in paying it (the balance) off month by
month," Parcell said. "That's a lot of interest to pay for throwing
the plastic around."
See CREDIT, page 3

- Jean Wilhelm

SOME CREDIT privileges are sent to students in the mail on a
"pre-approvedplan," so the student doesn't have to apply. Student
pre-approved Visa accounts were sent to University students last
year.
According to Wilhelm, there is a student charge account

Other credit privileges are pre-approved once a student receives a major
credit card. Michael Parcel], a senior
radio-television-film major, said he received his Mastercard pre-approved after he established a good credit rating on
his Visa account.
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Reagan sets press limits

Editorial

Drinking won't stop
It was thought that raising the drinking age to 19
in the state of Ohio was necessary. Among other
things, it would have been a useful way of eliminating
the problem of underage drinking.
Now, this action is apparently not enough. Besides
national legislation this summer trying to persuade
states to raise their drinking ages to 21, last week in
Ohio the State Liquor Control Commission voted unanimously to outlaw drink specials within two hours of an
establishment's closing time.
Effective Sept. 20, two- or three-for-one drinks will
also be outlawed in Ohio bars. The ban, according to
the LCC, is designed to help reduce the number of
drunken drivers.
This idea is not as feasible as it seems at first glance.
Instead it seems highly reactionary. Reactionaries
sometimes have a way of dealing with the symptoms
without doing anything to help the sickness.
The sickness is alcohol abuse, as well as drunken
driving.
It can affect anyone of any age. Stringent rules
cannot prevent it. Raising, lowering or eliminating the
drinking age cannot prevent people from drinking and
driving if they want to. And trying to limit the consumption of alcohol through the ban on "happy hours"
won't prevent it.
The restriction will not curtail or eliminate drunken
driving. In fact, there is no substantial evidence,
beyond supposition, that the prohibited measures will
significantly reduce alcohol abuse or drunken driving.
While the whole idea is to discourage volume drinking, bars can serve drinks at reduced prices. A drink
that normally cost $1 could be sold for 50 cents - a twofor-one special. The only difference now is that bar
owners will not be able to put two or three drinks in
front of a patron at once for a single price.

by Maureen Santlnl
After a week marred by complaints about President Reagan's accessibility and about
new rules governing coverage of
the president. White House aides
are trying to defuse the issue.
On Tuesday, for example,
Reagan appeared before reporters four times - which must be a
record, given top aide Michael
Deaver's tactic of scheduling
only one public event a day in an
attempt to retain control over
what story appears on the evening television news.
The president began the day
with a meeting, closed to media
coverage, with Republican congressional leaders. But then he
made one of his rare appearances in the White House press
room to personally announce he
planned to meet with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
and to answer questions for 10
minutes.
That was followed by a picture-taking session in the Rose
Garden with Reagan and NATO

by Art Buchwald
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The traditional "thank you"
also gives Reagan the opportunity to blame the end of the
session on the news service correspondent.
The increased accessibility
of this week follows a barrage of
stories and complaints last week
about lack of accessibility as
well as about a new rule that
banned Associated Press and
United Press International reporters from a press pool covering Reagan when he goes to
shake hands with citizens along
a fence at airports.
By the end of the week, the
White House reversed itself and

agreed to allow the news service
reporters to be part of the pool
which traditionally supplies
news to the other media.
While it looked this week as if
the White House was malting an
attempt to polish its image on
the accessibility issue, there still
has been no date set for a fullfledged 30-minute news conference.
Reagan's last news conference was on July 24, the week
after the Democratic convention. Speakes denied reports
that Reagan, who holds a substantial lead in the polls over
Democratic challenger Walter
F. Mondale, does not intend to
hold another before the Nov. 6
election.
Reagan has promised to return to the press room but refused to set a date, saying, "I'm
just going to wait and surprise
you again."
Maureen Santini is the chief
White House Correspondent for
the Associated Press.

can't have anyone digging for
waste and fraud in our Budget. It
makes us look as if we don't
know what we're doing.
"A team player never Questions the decisions of those
above him. When someone
blows the whistle on something
that's wrong it reflects on the
entire department right up to
the secretary himself .If a multibillion-dollar system that we've
sold the country doesn't pan out.
it is not necessarily the fault of

the contractor. In many cases
the military is to blame for
demanding more from the
weapon than it can deliver.
Would you be comfortable blowing the whistle on our brave
generals and admirals in uniform, many who planned the
invasion of Grenada?"
"No, sir. But look at it this
way. If we could save billions of
dollars on some of the junk
they're working on the department could use the money for

something that works. If you
just give me a chance I'll earn
my keep in one hour."
"Sony, we're having an economy drive and we're not taking
on any new whistle blowers. As a
matter of fact, to save money
we've been ordered to lay off the
rats we have now."
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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"He's my Mend. He's gay.
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Usually, spokesman Larry
Speakes stands in a corner of the
press room and signals to reporters to stop asking questions
and also signals to the news
service reporter when to end the
meeting.
But on Tuesday, he stayed

out of view, except to briefly
step in the room to give the
signal to the news service correspondent to end the questioning
period. As a result, it looked to
many people as if the correspondent had unilaterally ended the
questioning, when in fact it had
been dictated by the White
House.

Blowing the whistle on Reagan

"Mr. McTavish, your father
tells me you would like to work
for the Defense Department. In
what capacity, may I ask?"
"I'd like to be a whistle
blower. When I was a little kid
all my pals wanted to fly an
airplane, but my dream was to
figure out what one really costs.
Any idiot can drive a jet tighter,
but it really takes brains to find
out how a defense contractor is
screwing the public.
"I want to blow the whistle on
the military industrial complex
and make sure that the taxpayer
is getting true dollar for the
weapons ne is paying for. I'm
by Hugh A. Mulligan
prepared to attend the Defense
of Your Life," which had a
happy resurrection on Broad- Department's Whistle Blower's
School if that is required of me."
On this world stage, as way this past season, obviously
"I figure with the billions of
Shakespeare noted, we mere considered the possibility of
dollars you people spend every
players all have our exits and "The Time of Your Death."
day a lot must tall through the
In the War Between the
our entrances.
cracks. How do you train your
We come on stage pretty States, the Confederates seem to
people to report someone who is
much as equals, being bom with have come to a more memorial
sticking it to the government?"
bawling entrance lines, but last bivouac than the Yankees.
"We work on the honor system
"Strike the tent," said Robsome do manage to bring down
over here. Before receiving an
that final curtain and take the ert E. Lee in a brilliant and
order a defense contractor must
last bow before life's dimming concise bit of final phrasing.
take an oath that he will not lie,
Thomas "Stonewall" Jackfootlights with a rather memsteal or cheat in fulfilling his
son, dying at Chancellorsville
orable exit line.
contract and must report anyJohn Barrymore, as might be from an errant bullet fired by
one who does. To our knowledge
expected, played to the gallery one of his own soldiers, provided
rather than the attending physi- inspiration for a future Ernest no one has ever broken the
code."
cian when told that the end was Hemingway title: "Let us cross
"That's very good. sir. But it's
over the river and rest in the
at hand.
quite possible that lying, steal"Die? I should say not, dear shade of the trees."
ing and cheating may not be
Some, at the final exit, seem
fellow," he grandiosely raged
defined the same way other peoagainst the inevitable dark from to be making an entrance onto
!ile think of it. A person in good
his sickbed. "No Barrymore the stage of another world.
aith could sell you a ball peen
"I see Father! I see
would allow such a conventional
Mother!" rejoiced Harvard hammer for $900 although it only
thing to happen to him."
costs him $7.50. He might conBut there was always this President Charles Eliot when he
sider that a fair markup, and
sibling rivalry among the Barry- died at 92.
!ou would have to take his word
"So here it is at last, the
mores, and brother Lionel had
or it. But if you had someone to
the better curtain speech when distinguished thing," mused
his time came: Well, I've Henry James, like a character blow the whistle on him the
department could save a heck of
played everything except a in one of his own novels.
Brother William, the psychol- a lot of money."
"McTavish, I'm only spending
Instead of leaving the last ogist-philosopher, also had argraph to the obit writers, play- rived at a definite place: "It's so time with you because I'm a
friend of your father's. But I
wright and short story genius good to get home.''
Sir Walter Raleigh took a believe you ought to understand
William Saroyan phoned The
Associated Press with his exit cavalier attitude toward his exe- the facts of life. We're called the
Defense Department because
lines five days in advance of the cutioner on the chopping block:
"What dost thou fear? Strike, we have to defend every cent we
final curtain:
ask for our weapons systems.
"Everybody has got to die, man."
Finally, among final words, Some of them work; many othbut I have always believed an
exception would be made in my there is the puckish actor Ed- ers don't. It's nobody's fault. But
mund Gwenn: "Dying is easy. in order to protect ourselves
case. Now what?"
from people who want to endanThe "now what?," of course, Comedy is difficult."
Hugh A. Mulligan is a special ger our national security, we
is a playwright's ploy. Never
correspondent for the Assoshut the door on a sequel. The
successful author of "The Time ciated Press.

The BG News Editorial Page
is the campus forum for comments regarding articles in The
News or important issues concerning the University and its
community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-

Secretary-General Lord Carrington.
That was followed by a meeting in the Cabinet Room at
which Reagan, before cameras,
announced that the Soviet Union
will be permitted to buy an additional 10 million metric tons of
U.S. wheat and corn during the
second year of its long-term
grain agreement with the United
States. No questions were asked
during that session.
There was another switch at
brief session in the press room
on Tuesday. The White House
sets the time limit for how long
Reagan will entertain questions,
although, by tradition, the senior news service correspondent
ends the session by saying,
"Thank You.'"

by Dlna Horwedel
It started like most college
friendships. We sat next to each
other in class, asked each other
what our majors were and
chatted idly until the professor
straggled in.
Over the semester we
learned more about each other
and found out we had a lot in
common. We shared a lot of
laughs, passed notes when the
lectures grew dull and took
notes for the other when one of
us decided to skip class.
Through our notes and conversations we talked of our love of
art, our childhoods, our crazy
weekends, our romances gone
astray. Our bond grew stronger.
We shared notes, interests
and ideals. We shared a bit of
ourselves with each other.
Things always seemed better
when they were shared with
him.
We still laugh together.
And cry together.
We understand each other.
We're there when the other
needs a hug. Reassurance. A

smile. Or just someone to talk to
over lunch. When depression
hits and when the car breaks
down, when classes are going
badlv and I'm incredibly
crabby, he always makes me
feel that I'm not alone, and he
always seems to understand.
He's my best friend.
He's gay.
Yes. my best friend is all of
those things, and he's one of the
most special people in my life. I
love him for who he is, not what
he is, yet what he is has helped
to mold him into who he is. And I
love him and look up to him for
his courage. He took a risk to be
honest with me about himself.
He could've chosen not to tell me
he is gay, but he had the integrity to want to be himself with
me. He trusted me enough to be
himself, and he had faith in me
that I could handle the truth.
I had never been confronted
with anything of this nature before, yet I chose not to run away.
I love him for who he is, and to
run would've been hypocritical.
I said I cared for him before,
and certainly a demographic
variable wasn't about to change

how I felt for him! Who am I to
make a value judgement on how
others live their lives? Who is
anybody to make those judgements? It infuriates me when
people make those types of
judgements, backed by their
supposed Christian views.
Wasn't it Jesus himself who
said, "Let he who is without sin
cast the first stone"?
I am glad he told me he's
gay. Knowing has made us
much closer. I think I've become
a better friend to him, because I
can understand him more fully.
His problems, his friends, his
day-to-day existence are all
very much like mine, yet there
are complications in his life that
don't exist in mine. I never was
aware of the problems facing
gay people until they were
pointed out to me. Being
''straight," then, they never pertained to me.
Now they do. As a friend, his
problems are my problems. As
with most problems, they are
solvable. Dispelling the myths
and stereotypes about gays and
their lifestyles can help to alleviate some of the problems they

99

face. Being straight, I have the
advantage of acceptance among
other straights - perhaps they
will listen to "one of the norm/'
The next step to help alleviate
problems they face is legislature
that guarantees equal rights to
all people, regardless of their
race, creed, color, sex, or sexual
orientation.
I've learned a lot from my
best friend. He's taught me how
to give of myself, how to take,
how to live with myself and
accept myself. His dignity, determination, idealism, sincerity
and honesty are a beacon for me
and others to follow. He's a
special person:
The most important lesson
I've learned is people from different lifestyles can and do
share a common basis for love
i example
to follow: My best friend is gay.
I love him because he is who he
is.
Dina M. Horwedel, a reporter
for the News, is a junior news
editorial Journalism major.
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Registrar aide receives Ferrari award

Credit
from page 1

and job performance.
The first Ferrari Award
was given last year to Susan
Crawford, affirmative action
officer.
The actual award is not a
plaque, but a piece of artwork
usually done by a faculty
member or student to reflect
the winner's personality and
interests. Buford's interests
include animals and travel.
"I HAVEN'T met with Dr.
Sevigny, director of the
School of Art, as to determine
what exactly the award will
be," she said. "It will be nice.
The award will be a direct
result of someone's talents at
the University."
"I was very appreciative to
be recognized by my peers,"
Buford said.
She said she enjoys coming
to work because she feels
useful. Her job includes the
maintenance of academic records for all students. "It is

by Jolene Aubel
staff reporter

Tim Folev, a junior fashion
merchandising major and former employee of the Lazarus
department store in Columbus,
said of his several credit cards,
"I love them... I pay them
when I've got the money."

Some University employees may go unrecognized for
their contributions to the University and the community,
but Associate Registrar Zola
Buford is not one of them.
Buford, also director of records in the Office of Registration and Records, has held
both jobs since 1978. She recently was named recipient of
the second annual Ferrari
award.
The award was named for
Dr. Michael Ferrari, interim
University president for 198182, recognizing service done
by him, Buford said.
The recipient of the Ferrari
Award is determined by a
committee of administrative
staff members based on criteria including relations with
the University community

Foley said he doesn't think
students are as apt to abuse
their credit privileges "because
they know they don't have any
money." He said usually if a
student is late with a payment,
"you can call them ana tell them
why you can't pay and they'll
work out a way you can."
If payments are late, a certain
number of warnings are issued.
If the problem continues, credit
privileges are revoked, local
department store employees
said. Late policies vary from
company to company.

great to receive a letter from
a previous student thanking
you for your help," Buford
said.
Her responsibilites also require a knowledge of academic programs at other
universities. She helps determine courses students can
take at other universities and
receive comparable credit at
this University. Her office is
now working on the computerization system for student
records.
Buford has been involved
with the University for more
than 25 years. She had been
employed as a part-time geography instructor until the
full-tune position of the assistant to the registrar became
available in 1960.
Buford's husband also is
involved with the University.
Dr. Joseph Buford is a professor and the chairman of the
geography department.
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Hotel Hairstyling
107 S. Main
(in between Quick Print & The Lobby)

OPEN
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DAYS

SUNDAY BUFFET

is offering a "College Student
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Former members will help with kits

October marks CIAA's 20th anniversary
hu Jill
Jill Tmdeau
Tmdeau
by
assistant copy editor

When Undergraduate Alumni
Association members assemble
finals week survival kits later
this semester, they will be nibbling on birthday cake.

I

This year marks UAA's 20th
anniversary and the group will
celebrate by inviting former
members back to help assemble
and deliver the kits, which are
the group's major fund-raiser.
Jim Hof, former vice president for Development and

VISIT THE BUCKEYE ROOM
BOWLING 85* GAME
Open Bowling

5:30-11:00 Mon-Fri
12:00-10:00 Sat-Sun

ABC Sanctioned and Inspected
$1.25 per hour per table \
^

Pool

Best Pool Buy in Wood County

OLD MILWAUKEE DRAFT 50*

•1 OFF ALL RECREA TION

j

\

Located 1 st Floor University Union
Expires 9/21/84

1£

Alumni Affairs who founded the
group in October 1964, said he
wanted undergraduates to understand the Alumni Association
before graduating.
He said he didn't want their
first exposure to the association
to be a letter from him saying,
" 'Hi, welcome to the Alumni
Association, give me money.' "
Hof, who was also vice president for University Relations
and executive director of BGSU
Foundation Inc. when he
founded UAA, said the University had one of the first UAA
chapters in the country.
UAA groups "took off in the
MAC" (Mid-American Conference) and then "mushroomed
all over the country," he said.
There are 131 chapters nationwide and 18 schools in the process of forming chapters.
HOF ADDED the University
is now "considered the granddaddy of them all." Larry
Weiss, director of Alumni Affairs, was chairman of the na-

tional UAA conference last
week.
Vice President Emeritus Hof
started UAA with 20 freshmen,
some of whom still correspond
with him and donate to the University. The group now has up to
120 members, according to
Wendy Luther, UAA adviser and
assistant director of Alumni Affairs.
Hof said one of the group's
first activities was to help promote University graduate Tim
Conway's first album and to
sponsor a show by him in the'
Grand Ballroom.
UAA has helped with Homecoming every year since 1964,
Hof said. Its members do odd
jobs such as take tickets, greet
visitors, sell mums and guide
tours.
The group also:
• Sells, packages and delivers
finals week survival kits filled
with food and treats to help
students make it through exams.
• Funds $150 freshman book

scholarships to outstanding high
school juniors from more than
100 schools in Northwest Ohio.

• CHOOSES RECIPIENTS of
a 4-year full-fees scholarship
and a 4-year half-fees scholarship funded by the Alumni
Association from those juniors.
• Arranges for photographers
to take pictures of seniors as
they walk across the stage to
receive their diplomas.
• Sponsors alumni admissions
Erograms around the state for
igh school seniors, in which
UAA members show a slide
show and answer questions from
students and their parents.
• Solicits nominations for the
Master Teacher Award, for
which the recipient receives $1,000 from the Alumni Association.
• Ushers the Parents' Day
show, this year featuring Doc
Severinson.
• And organizes the "extern"
program, in which students

spend a week working in th
field of study.
The group may begin selling
Valentine's Day "love kits" this
year, Luther said. She said she
doesn't know yet what would be
in the kits - possibly chocolate.

"I l.IKE UAA because I get to
meet a lot of people - a lot of
alumni... a lot of school administrators, a lot of incoming students and a lot of students on
campus," said Lisa Van Vleet,
UAA vice president and junior
fashion merchandising major.
Other officers are Scott McGeein, president and senior finance and economics major;
Dan DeAngelis, treasurer and
junior accounting and management information systems major; Julie Beck, corresponding
secretary and senior interpersonal communication major; Suzy
Young, recording secretary and
senior education major: and
Barb Ulreich. social chair and
sophomore elementary education major.
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W-B Leather Co.
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186 S. Main
Mini Mall

352-5476

(juu'l &■ (jafs Mai, Cult - $6.00
Wilt Bio* Sb, - $7.50

Handcrafted Items
Top Grain Leather & Suede

Purses • Wallets • Belts
• Buckets • Vests
and Much More!

MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
TELEPHONE
352-7658

priced lower than Malls.

EXPIRES 9127/84

VISION!
SEE THE GREAT PUT-ONS. OVER
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINGLE
VISION
LENS and
FRAME

88

BIFOCAL
LENS
and
FRAME

Eve$
«xamined by
Dr. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D.
Standard clear glass & 400 to 200 Cyl
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Burlinqton
Optical INC

Happy Hours"
Fri. Afternoon 3-9
Sat. Afternoon 3-9
Daily 6-9
Open Sun 7 pm
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formational meeting for the
Washington Center Internship is
being held tonight at 6 p.m. in
the Capital Room of the university Union. Open to all.
Kappa Mu Epsllon Picnic The math honor society is holding a picnic at 5p.m. at the stone
shelter by the city pool, Bowling
Green City Park, Conneaut.
There will be a sports challenge
between the students and faculty. It is free and open to all
members, guests and math faculty.
Chess Club - Tonight at 6:30
p.m. a meeting for anyone interested in chess will be held in the
basement of Moseley Hall in the
Commuter Center.

Stephanie's
Emporium

186 S Mam

legal joints - Mon. & Wed.

88

• G«t the most careful and professional fitting and service
• Frames and Lenses from the finest available sources
• Unlimited selection of frame styles at the same price - over 1000 to choose from
• Exam priced separately

190 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN

Thursday, Sept. 13
Parent's workshop - A
workshop for parents and educators will be given tonight on how
to introduce nature to young
children. It is being held at the
Fairgreen United Presbyterian
Church, 3220 Laskey Rd., Toledo. Registration begins at 7
p.m. and the presentation starts
at 7:30 p.m. Cost is $2.50 for
TAAEYfJ members and $5 for
non-members.
Classic Film - The Lenhart
Classic Film Series continues
with "The Red Shoes" at 8 p.m.
in the Main Auditorium of University Hall. Admission is free.
Internship Program - An in-

Meadowview Court
Apartments

See FRIDAY magazine
for details

214 Napolean Rd.
Bowling Green, OH. 352-1195

1616E. WOOSTER
STADIUM PLAZA
BOWLING GREEN OHIO
352-2533

STUDENT RECREA TION
CENTER
SIGN UP FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES, 8:00-5:00,
Office - After 5:00, Control desk (September 10 - September 14)

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$250-265 - unfurnished
• all utilities included • gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party &
game room • swimming pool • sauna
plus gas and electric
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease

LEARN TO SWIM (Saturdays - September 15 - November 17)
LEVEL
Waterbabies
Goldfish
Pre Beginners
Beginners (Under 6)
Beginners (Over 6)
Advanced Beginners
Intermediates
Swimmers
Diving
Adults (9/17-11/19)
Therapeutic Swim
(9/17-12/14)

TIME
9-9:30 AM
9:40-10:10 AM
10:20-11:05 AM
ll:15-Noon
9:15-10 AM
9:15-10 AM
9:15-10 AM
10:20-11:15 AM
10:20-11:15 AM
7-8 PM Mondays
8:30-9:30 AM
Monday, Wednesday,
Friday

LOCATION
Club Pool
Club Pool
Club Pool
Club Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Club Pool

WEIGHT LOSS WORKSHOP
Tuesday Evenings 7-9 PM L.I.F.E. Room at the SRC. A co-sponsored program
with the Well. (8 weeks)

BASIC SCUBA
Learn the fun and excitement of this underwater sport the safe way.
Register at the SRC Office before October 16. It is offered for six
weeks, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights (you attend one
night of the week). Advanced Scuba Program is also being offered. For
more information, call 372-2711.

Congratulations
New Actives
Of

Gamma Phi Beta
Beth Baker
Theresa Ballway
Wendy Hyer
Bobbie Metz
Tawnya Taylor
MindyWohl
Love

Susan Abbot
Lori Hehr
Laura Kuntz
Tanya Olson
Anne Skuce
in IIKE,
Your Sisters
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Criminal Justice changes

Program limits enrollment
by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

Photo/ Brock Bierman

Your move

Tim Abels, member of the Chess Club at the University and a junior math and computer science major, waits
for his opponent to make his move at the Student Organization Fair held in the Grand Ballroom yesterday.

Changes made last spring in
the Criminal Justice Program
may have been unfortunate
according to Gerald Rigby, director of the program, but they
do give the program a chance to
strive for excellence.
"With only one faculty member teaching all criminal justice
courses, there was not enough
classes and seats to fulfill the
primary objectives of the program, he said.
"We want to educate our students so they have the needed
knowledge to do an excellent
job," he said.
By waving certain class requirements because of lack of
staff to accomodate all the students, Rigby felt the program
was cheating students by not
Swing them the education the
epartment set out to provide.
The department had to limit
the number of students majoring in the program because the
University turned down Rigby's

♦ THETA CHI RUSH*

STADIUM LAUNDRY
"Clean & Comfortable Atmosphere"

OPEN 7 DAYS 8:00 AM - 10:30 PM
Tues. II
Thurs. 13
Tues. 18
Thurs. 20

• Attendant On Duty
• Dry Cleaning
• Laundry - Self Serve Or Drop Off

352-9719

IN STADIUM PLAZA

CORNER OF 7th & HIGH
CALL FOR RIDES 352-1478

IS YOUl 1 IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!

S^'27
%£

^X 12W3 KRAMER RD.
\
-B.G.-

1 G's LARGEST L
t iND MOST \

c OMPLETE

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

352-7031
*
*
*
*
*

"It involves self learning from
the field. They learn what should
and should not be done," he said.
"So far we have gotten positive feedback from those agencies and hope that with the
improved program we will get
more positive responses," ne
said.
"Agencies are always asking
us where did we get those excellent students," ne said. "And
now I am even more excited that
I can help those students become superior."
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I
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FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4 p.m.

TWO 12" PIZZAS
plus two 16 oz. colas
for only O

L
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"Pizza crusts & sub buns baked daily"
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THE B.G.S.U. THEATRE PASS

.
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GET INTO THE SWING OF THINGS WITH THE ALL NEW B.G.S.U. THEATRE PASS!. THE THEATRE
PASS PROVIDES ITS OWNER WITH ADMISSION TO ALL UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS FOR
THE 1984-85 THEATRE SEASON. THE PASS WILL LET YOU SEE:
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER
STORY THEATRE
PINK COLLAR WORKER
SUMMER AND SMOKE
MONDAY AFTER THE MIRACLE
GETTING OUT

m
1
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! master charge

youth aid services. Or one may
study social work with an emphisis on corrections which
deals in helping convicted law
offenders.
Rigby said the bestpart about
the Criminal Justice Program at
the University is the required
internships. These 360-hour internships involve jails, police
departments, correction homes
and more. Rigby said his students think the required hours,
soon to be 480, spent at an intership are the most helpful.

A***************************************************************************
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Hot Dog Lookout
Rush with Alpha Xi Delta
Open House Slide Show
Invitation Only Dinner

proposal to hire more faculty.
By limiting the number of
students accepted to 30 and adding retirements of a mimimum
2.5 accumulated grade point average based on at least 11
graded semester hours, completion of Criminal Justice 210 with
a "C" or better and rank in the
top 30 applicants for the academic year, Rigby hoped he
could teach more effectively.
ALTHOUGH THE department is turning away many students, Rigby is happy about the
decision because it enables him
to deal with better students,
cutting time spent aiding academically low students.
"In working with the select
group of students, we can become a preparatory program
rather than an entry-level service which is what we do with the
masses," he said.
To work in the field of criminal justice, one can study law
enforcement involving police
work. This can range from detective work to crime laboratory
work to accident prevention and

Oct.4-6, 10-13
Oct. 17-20
Oct. 31-Nov. 11
Nov. 8-10, 14-17
Dec. 5-8
Feb. 13-16

AS YOU LIKE IT

Feb. 21-23, &
Feb. 27-Mar. 2
WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY April 2-6
CABARET
Apr. 11-13, 17-20
THE ARKANSAW BEAR &
April 26 and 27
TALES FROM THE BROTHERS
GRIMM (Children's Shows)

PASSES CAN BE ORDERED OR PURCHASED IN THE THEATRE OFFICE. 322 SOUTH HALL. BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY. BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43403. (419) 372-2222.

*

ADULTS: $20.00

SR. CIT. $10.00

STUDENTS: $10.00

ORDER YOUR PASS TODA Y AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SA VINGS!!!!!
***** *********************************** *********************************** *•

BANNED BOOKS
WEEK
SEPT. 8-15,
1984
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SOME PEOPLE
CONSIDER
THESE BOOKS
DANGEROUS
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I DELTA ZETA
| Proudly Presents Their
| 1984 Fall Pledge Class

Lori tiers
Eva Mom
JoMie Slaskis
Catcher in the Rye,
Monica Ma
*
Slaughter House Five,
Deborah Bowman
*
Our Bodies Ourselves,
Lory Brink mm
Of Mice and Men... *
Col burn
are only a few of
i My
Suzanne Demastes
hundreds of books
My Mies
that have been
challenged in
Susan Sberliart
libraries across
Karen EM
My So Frederick
reresa meant
Mary Graham
Don't take the First Amendment for granted!
Co-sponsored by

American Booksellers Association
American Library Association
National Association ol College Stores
Association of American Publishers
American Society ol
Journalists and Authors
Endorsed by The Center lor the Book

More information at the
University Bookstore in
the Student Services Bldg.

1(16 COUIltTy.

Hours
Mon.-Fri., 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Donna Eretz
Susan Crimes
Elizabeth Barper
Mary Beth Bottois
Beth Johnson
Bar en Jones
Bim Buenning
Baren Laveify
Dewni Leffler
Mara Mil
Barbara Botardonato
Linda Oberlin
fari Peter sen
Lori Fierce

*

i
Baren Phillips
Michelle Poulton
LisaBix
Bellee Boby
Ellen Bossi
Jennifer Turney
Bancy Watson
Theresa Wharton
Beth foder
Susan Hegler

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*

************************************************
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Military planes invading Ohio to escape storm
FAIRBORN, Ohio (AP) - Hurricane Diana was a safe distance from Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base but still touched
operations here, as planes and
personnel from coastal areas
were moved here to escape the
storm's path.
"Normally we have two refuge bases - McConnell Air Force
Base in Wichita and Wright-Pat-

terson Air Force Base in Ohio,"
said Bill Diamond, a Naval Air
Force public affairs officer at
Norfolk, Va.
"It's not uncommon, but it's
not really typical" to have
planes diverted to Ohio, said Lt.
Clinton Collins at Wright-Patterson.
"This is the 10th evacuation in
the last 10 years" and the second

HOWARDS

for the base in the last three
years, he said.
Wright-Patterson, the temporary home of the relocated Air
Force, naval and marine planes,
can accommodate up to 700
planes in the event of an East
Coast emergency, Collins said.
ABOUT 70 planes and about
175 people were diverted to

H

Wright-Patterson by Tuesday
night and about 20 planes and 58
people were sent to McConnell,
according to officials at both
bases.
"Fifty-five planes are still
here, and about 140 people remain due to the storms." Collins
said. Twelve planes left yesterday for training exercises at
bases near St. Louis, Tulsa,

/\CESA_E/GHTS
516 E. Wooster

Coupon Expires 9/24/84

FREE W/ASH FRI!
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Hairways
(formerly Romans}

//I

HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS

•DEBBIE
•JUDY

down with all these big planes
lined up," Collins said. But later
yesterday, he said, "It's looking
pretty encouraging. I'd be
rather surprised If it was
canceled."
BETWEEN 400 and 600 planes
from all over the country fly to
the base, where they tour the
U.S. Air Force Museum, Collins said.

FREE
DELIVERY
352-1504 I

Sept. 13.14,15

WED: DRAFT
THURS: CANADIAN NIGHT

Houston and Florida, he said.
Base officials will decide today whether traffic is heavy
enough and enough landing
space is occupied to force
cancellation of Wright-Patterson's annual civilian fly-in,
which is scheduled for Saturday,
Collins said.
"It could be a real mess to
have all these little planes touch

J.H.'.'\»
I Vl\ 'Jl'i

•DIANN
•SHERRY

f***F0R GRADUATE STUDENTS 0NL***«
WHAT: The GSS presents the Jazz
Cafe, the first in a series of six
cultural events for Graduate
Students.
WHEN: Friday September 14,
1984. From 7:30 p.m. to
11:30 p.m.
PLACE: Ice Arena Lounge
FEATURING: BGSU's own Paul
Kenyon Quartet
FINANCES: Two dollar donation,
liquid spirits and hors d'oeuvres
provided upon entry.
Identification required for entry
***** FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY ******)

•DONNA

(Both Formerly
With Romans)

(All Formerly With 1 st
Edition)

1616 E. Wooster
STADIUM PLA£A

352-2107

STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER
STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD
TAKE PART IN THE PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIAL EVENTS,
PUBLICITY AND HEALTH/FITNESS
PROGRAMMING AT THE SRC.
COME TO THE FIRST MEETING
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,8:00 PM
SRC CONFERENCE ROOM
BE A PART OF IT!

COLD WINE-BEER
& KING KEGS

Get to the answers faster.
WiththeTl-55-IL
What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-1I, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-II,
because it's preprogrammed
C190)

TOM

InowMnn

to perform complex calculations - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperbolics - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator
Decision-Mating Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-I1 even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
raster.
Get to the answerss faster.
Let a T1-55-II
show you how.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

6 PACK
Pepsi Cans
2 Liter
PEPSI

1.89
1.09

Frito Lay
POTATO CHIPS 8oz

RACKETEERS

FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q. BLDG.
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Freshmen help BG defeat Marquette, 2-1
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

Westin and Nan Chul Shin made
big contributions in the Falcon

For four games, Bowling
Green soccer coach Gary Palmisano had been very tolerant with
some of his struggling young
players. Last night, freshman
Larry Valbueno ana several of
his youthful teammates rewarded the coach for his patience.
Valbueno scored one goal, set
up by fellow freshman striker
Steve Aleric, and assisted on
fullback Pete Tatley's gamewinning header in overtime, as
the Falcons beat Marquette in
their home opener 2-1.
"During the preseason we
found that we were pushing our
young kids too hard," Palmisano said. "They were having a
hard time adjusting so we
backed off and let their games
come naturally. They have
struggled, but tonight they
really made a big contribution.
Valbueno agreed with his
coach and added that the team's
veteran players have really
helped keep his confidence up.
''Some of us younger guys
have been having problems, he
said. "But the older guys kept
encouraging us to lust play as
hard as we can and in tune we
would start coming through."
BESIDES VALBUENO, other
youngsters such as Aleric, Bert

One youngster who probably
never thought he'd help the Falcons cause last night was backup goalie Terry Ginley, who
replaced injured starter Kim
Bucher at tne beginning of the
second half. The 5-11,160 pound
sophomore gave up one goal, but
made several key saves, including a sprawling stop on a shot
from just 10 yards out.
"Terry did a fine job coming
off the bench," Palmisano said.
"Coming into a game without
any warm up is one of the hardest things to do."
Along with the emergence of a
solid effort from the young players came an offensive attack
that had been rumored to be in
hibernation.
BG dominated the game right
from the kick off, outshooting
the Warriors 21-13. But, while
the Falcons had several good
scoring oppertunities, the teams
playedto a scoreless first half.
With only seconds left in the
first half Bucher and an MU
«layer had a mid-air collision,
'hen Bucher landed he
sprained his ankle, and five minutes into the second half was
lifted by Palmisano.
THE FALCONS continued
their offensive pressure all
through the second half and

Pr=v*^|

were finally rewarded with Just
7:03 left in the match. Valbueno
took a drop pass from Aleric
about 18 yards left of the goal
and drilled it into the upper right
hand corner.
BG had hardly celebrated its
goal when the Warriors Jim
Ruscheinski evened the score.
With just 4:33 remaining MU
striker Pat Sorrentino split the
Falcon defense and heeled the
ball to Ruscheinski, who beat
Ginley cleanly to the far post.
In the first extra session the
Falcons had several scoring opportunities, highlighted by a
Westin shot which just grazed
the near post. Finally, with
seven minutes left in the first
session, Valbueno, off a cornerkick, centered the ball to
Tatley who lumped up and
headed the ball past the MU goal
keeper.
While the offense was in the
spotlight, Palmisano said the
defense registered an outstanding effort in the victory. He was
especially pleased with the way
the backs helped Ginley out of
several anxious moments late in
the second half.
The win, the Falcons' second
in three games, raises their record to 2-3. BG returns to action
Saturday when they entertain
Wisconsin-Green-Bay at 2 p.m
at Mickey Cochrane Field.
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BG News/Phil Masturzo
BG's Nan Chul Shin (left) and Mark Jackson (right) battle an unidentified Marquette player
loose ball during the Falcons' 2-1 overtime victory over the Warriors yesterday at Mickey
Cochrane Field.

Simms adjusts to new position
by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editoi

Shawn Simms is accustomed
to making changes. In his first
two years at BG he was in the
defensive secondary, playing
comerback, but in his junior
year he was moved to inside
linebacker.
Now Simms can be found on
the strong-side end postition,
also considered outside linebacker. And again, he adjusted
beautifully as he found Richmond players on 10 different
occassions. Those 10 tackles included five solo tackles and five
assists.

The five solos put him in a tie
for the lead in that category with
defensive back Sean Dykes. One
of those solos came when he
sacked Spider quarterback Bob
Bleier for a loss of nine yards.
In last Saturday's game, the
Spiders found out immediately
what Simms can do as he made
the Falcons' first two tackles.
UR decided to go to the other
side and avoid Simms.
When the Spiders did go back
to the storng-side, the 6-foot-l,
200 pound Fremont native
picked off a Bleier pass. Two
plays later. BG's offense converted the interception into six
points.

Shawn Simms

"I give all the credit to coach
(Tim) McConnell," Simms said.
"My job was to look up number
four (Leland Melvin). If he goes
inside, I double him up. When I
caught the ball I came up underneath him."
SIMMS' COVERAGE talents
come from his years in the defensive backfield as a freshman
and sophomore. As a freshman
he saw some action at cornerback and one week earned
Mid-American Conference defensive player of the week honors.
He intercepted three passes,
returning one for a touchdown,
as the Falcons routed the Toledo

Rockets 38-0. The loss was UT's
"He (Simms) is partially a
only setback of the season as linebacker and partially a secthey went on to win the Califor- ondary man," Stolz said. "He is
nia Bowl in post-season play. the jack-of-all-trades, and
The converted end is cer- played a great game last Saturtainly not selfish about sharing day. He was one of our better
his success, even if it is with defensive players."
someone a little higher up.
"One thing I would like to say
Stolz selected Simms to be
about my success is that I owe it one of the co-captains in Saturto the Lord," Simms said. "I day's game against a preseason
know this is a team game, but I 14th ranked Oaklahoma State,
still can't do what I do alone."
joining center Brian Johnson.
BECAUSE SIMMS has the
"I nave to go into this game
versatility to cover receivers with the same attitude as Richand stop opponents from going mond," Simms said. "I have a
past his side, BG head coach job to do. They (OSU) are big
Denny Stolz does not consider and physical and will test us to
him just a linebacker.
see what we can do."

Student Recreation Center

V
FALL FITNESS PROGRAM
FIT-FOR-ALL AEROBICS
LEVEL
I
Green
"Go for It"
25 minutes aerobic

DAYS

TIMES

LOCATION

Tuesday and Thursday
Tuesday and Thursday
Monday thru Thurs.
Monday thru Thurs.
Friday

* 7-8 AM
Noon-1 PM
5:30-6:30
7-8 PM
5:15-6:15 PM

Combatives/Dance
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center

Monday thru Thurs.
Monday and Wednesday

Noon-12:45 PM
7-7:45 PM

Combatives/Dance
Combatives/Dance

Monday and Wednesday
Tuesday and Thursday

Noon-12:45
5:30-6:15

Archery/Golf
Archery/Golf

Tuesday and Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday

Noon-12:30 PM
8-9 PM
8-9 PM

Archery/Golf
Weight Rooms
Club Pool

*The 7-8 am program is Fitness for Men

Yellow
"Exercise with Caution"
15-20 minutes aerobic
Red
"Easy Does It"
8-10 minutes aerobic
Stretch N' Flex
Weight Room Awareness
Water Aerobics
(September 17-November 20)
Must sign up in SRC Office

All participants are encouraged to go through the PRE-SCREENING ACTIVITIES: Monday ■ Thursday, September 17-20, 5:30-8 PM,
Activity Center. Find out where you should be placed (Fit For All I, II, or III) and chart your progress throughout the semester.
•DROP-IN PROGRAM DATES: SEPTEMBER 24 - DECEMBER 14

)

Ttr-

Classifieds

LOST & FOUND
There writ be a Memorial Service lor Prolessor
Donald Leventhal on Friday. September 14 In
Ptoul Chapel at 11 AM

Sepl 13. 1»»4

CAMPUS/CITY fcVfcNTS
American Marketing Association
DON'T MISS OUT"
Tommorrow it the final day lo sign up lor
AMA In tha BA Building by tha Bullaiin
Board. Join the Intanujtlonal Colleglele
Chapter ol lha yaar! Who la alao hosting lha
regional conference Alao sign up for lha
Anheuser-Busch Corporate Tour-Sapf. 26.
Tin osrporeSS recruiter will ba present!
ATTENTION BUDGET ADMINISTRATORS.
SECRETARIES. TREASURERS!
Beginning Sepl 17. al areas of the Instructional Media Center and IMC phototypeseftlng wll
not accept charges without the orange University Department charge cards or the plastic ID
card lor dubs, sororrrtaa. fratemfflea etc
ATTENTION:
International Business Meeting!
Sepl 13. 7 30 pm BA 114
Come Jom The Out!
THE MISS BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVER
SITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAIL
ABLE 425 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG AP
PLICATION DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 24.
TWELVE NOON
THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAIL
ABLE 425 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG AP
PLICATION DEADLINE SEPT 24. TWELVE
NOON

There «i be ■ Choice-Gay Student Union
meeting Thursday. Sepl 13 in Religious Ed
Center In SI Thomas Moore al 8 30 Bring a
Mend.
The Student National Education Association wi
be having an organizational and Informational
Banting on Sept 18th at 7 00 p m in room
210 of Hayes Hal Al interested education
majors an' uruoQ to attend
Glass City Record Show
Find thai record you've always wanted1 BuySelTiede Sun . Sept 16. Hoeday Inn 1-75.
Perrysburg 10-5 pm Admission St 50 eilormetioncal 1 874-1725
Do You- Strive lor perfection In Job, school,
family? Have no leisure time'' Want it al? H so.
The Superwoman Institute Is light tor you Can
372-2620
Earn BGSU credit Irving and working In Washngton DC through Washington Center Internships Open to al majors Open meeting
Thurs Sept 13 at 6pm. or Mon Sept. 17 et
4 30 m the Union, or call Center lor Educational
Options 37? 020?
The Oldest Race m Towne 10am . Sand 10K
race, and the BG Fitness Fan da.m-lp.m
Saturday. September 15. 1984 Wood County
Hoaprtal |W Wooster St I Call 352-8483 or
352-1274 lor more mlormstion.
Earn BGSU credit eving and working In Washington DC through Washington Center Internehtpe Open to all majors Open meeting
Thurs Sept 13 et 6 00 or Mon Sept 17 al
4 30 m the Union or cal Center lor Educational
Options 2-0202

in his fiisl

4VV motion picture

JZiffcj2«r
1 /£. - ADULTS 15.46

AT
7:30

STARRING QILDA RADNER

r

T

MUSCLE AND SHIMMEL
SWEATS $6.99
SAVE $4.00

Hey Phi Mu's.
Thinks tor a great warm-up

3-9

TfwUChis

BUSINESS MAJORS
THE FRATERNITY PM BETA LAMBDA I*
CURRENTLY SPONSORING ITS FALL MEM
BERSHe? DRIVE. IF YOU'RE A FUTURE BUSINESS LEADER, AND WANT TO BE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LARGEST AND
FASTEST QROWINQ BUSINESS CHAPTER IN
THE STATE. REGISTER NOW IN THE FRONT
LOBBY OF THE BA BUILDING. SEPT. 10-21;
latn ■ ipm. JOIN NOWII

PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE
PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE
PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE
Lambda Chi Alpha. The nations 3rd largest
Fraternity, celebrates Its 75th anniversary this
LASER ART IS COMING
LASER ART IS COMING
LASER ART IS COMWO

LEADERS SHAPE THE FUTURE
ATO SHAPES LEADERSI
RUSH THE NEW ATO TONIGHT
AT UNION STATE ROOM, 7:1C-»:M

LEADERS SHAPE THE FUTURE
ATO SHAPES LEADERS!
RUSH THE NEW ATO TONIOHT
AT UNION 8TATE ROOM 7:M-9:$0

Rush FLU
Tonight 7-9
818Thurstln Ave.
Cal 352-4840 tor noes

RUSH ' RUSH ■ RUSH
THE NEW ATO
FINAL RUSH PARTY TONIGHT
UNION STATE ROOM, 7 30-8:30
ALPHA TAU OMEGA FOR A LIFETIME

CHICO, MONTY, BEN, AND ZW ARE THROWIN A PARTY
SATURDAY. SEPT. 15 AT
741 HIGH STREET, APT. MS. STARTS AT
8:00 p.m. BEER WBJ. BE PLENTffUll
COMING THURSDAY, SEPT. 20: THE
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA "COKE CHUG-OFFS"
AT THE N.E. COMMONS. FIRST CHUG BE
QMS AT 7:10.
CONGRATS TO THE LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
MUD TUG TEAM ON FINISHING SECONDI
WE'RE A BUNCH OF BAD MUDDER TUGQERSI

Fouls Typing
eKceaanl Quality
UDetver
BOVpg OS
On-Campus pick-up
•1*0.
Mm. Foots. 669-2579

CONGRATULATIONS SHARON BARTON ON
YOUR DZ-LAMBDA CHI LAVALJERlNG TO
STEVE CARR LOVE. YOUR DZ 8BTERS

LOFT ORDERS are sin being taken Cal Tha
Loft Construction and Storage Service 3523836
Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rasas. Center for Choice, downtown Toledo 419-25577S9.

Amos. Anos Hosteller, the foxiest smteh boys et
B G wi only be here lor 100 more deys. So
why not check out al your "Buggy Fantasys"
with them' P S. Your not leaving with out 'it'
Anos bee. I never loose a bel. Andy.
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER- MB IS A DZH
CONQRATSI LOVE. YOUR ROOMIES OF 72
FUN.

My new sisters ol Chi O.
Thanx lor giving me this special opportunity lo
be what I've always wanted A chance to be a
part ol your wonderful sisterhood11 Love Your
New Pledge. Becky Brown
Question:
Where can you Pmtr five live bands Iree.
Have food, pop. beer and games:
Al at the same piece'
Answer:
FALLFEST
September 22. College Park

CONGRATULATIONS USA MORGAN ON
YOUR AXO-OELT P»#e»IG' ARE YOU STILL
JUST FRIENDS'? LOVE. THE AX'S

Congratulationa Kefley Slzer on your pinning lo
your Phi Psi at Ashland What a weekend you
had1 Love, your Chi Omega Slslers

Rush Phi Detts
Rush Phi DefU

Congratulations to the new Kreischer Quad
Councl Officers President Sharon Hix. VicePresident Major Adams. Secretary: Joy Geary.
Treasurer Debbie Speegg. Publicity Chairman
RoWl Flory. Parliamentarian Benme McRao
Get excited lor a super year

Rush Phi Delta Them Tonight
Movie Night
Al the Fruee Apia
Cal 354 8236 lor rides
Rueh Phi Kappa Psi tonight. Casino Night with
the lacsee of Phi Mu

CONGRATULATIONS
"THeTA CHI'S- •
1984 SIG EP MUD TUG CHAMPS
CONAN
NOONZK)
BAGEL BOY
MR T.
CAT FISH
TRENT

RUSH SAE RUSH SAE RUSH SAE
RUSH SAE RUSH SAE RUSH SAE
RUSH SAE RUSH SAE RUSH SAE
TONIOHT 7-9 PM
RUSH THETA CHI
RUSH THETA CHI
RUSH THETA CHI

RUSH ' RUSH * RUSH
THE NEW ATO
FINAL RUSH PARTY TONIGHT
UNION STATE ROOM, 7:30-9:30
ALPHA TAU OMEGA FOR A LIFETIME

Save money on concert l-sbirts and Jerseys
Night Ranger. Motley Crue. Ozzy. Duran Duran.
and many others. Free catalog Cosmos international. Dept. 1. Box 43056. SI Louis. MO
63143

DERBY DAYB ARE CQejNMOIII
Final Clearance on al merchandkte
40 60% otl
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge
Open lornghl til 8 00 p.m.

SeBng and Sales Management Club Membership Drive m B A. Lobby
Jem Now
Sigma Alpha Epsllon
Rush Tonight. Coma see why we were voted
outstanding chapter for 1M4.

FRANK REYNOLDS, RAY WERSCHINO,
HARRY TRUMAN, GRANDPA WALTON AND
DAN TANNA: WHO LOVES YA BABY?
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA.

Phi Psi Happy Hours al Coeege Park. Friday
3:30-7:30

Sluoool Rec Center
FH-Fof-Al
Pre-acreening AclMMs
MonThura. Sepl 1720
5 30-8 30 pm
AclMty Cenler

IH£ NATION'S LEADINO BUSHER-LAMBDA
CM ALPHA
THE TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE-LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA! 111 SEVENTH STREET. CALL
352-2174 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
TONIGHT IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO SEE
WHY IT'S THE HEART THAT SETS US APART
RUSH SIGMA PHI EPSILON TONIGHT 7:30930pm
We love our housemam. Sherrl Sanders' We're
taoWng forward lo another wonderful yew wltfi
you' Love. Ine Gamma Phi's
WHO NEEDS PIZZAS, SUBS AN0 TACOS
WHEN A LIFETIME Of FRIENDSHIP CAN DO
II ALL? THE ONLY GIMMICK WE HAVE IS
HONEST FRIENDSHIP. LAMBDA CHI ALPHA.
Phi Psi Bathtub Race Saturday 12 00 Noon
Phi Psi Bathtub Race Saturday 12 00 Noon
Pru Psi Bathtub Race Saturday 12 00 Noon
Campus sorority needs a nouseboy For more
into, oal Pane al 372-6341, or 372-2696
Automotive Melene»i Menulecturer seeking Jt
meleraas mgml majors with al leaal 3 0 OPA
Must complete 2 assignments
Salary
$1200/mo. Position available Spring Sem
1985. Interviews currentfy being scheduled
Cal cooperative educalon 222 Ad Wdg 372
2451.
TOLEDO SYMPHONY SEASON'S TICKETS
9 CONCERTS'S20--Maln Floor
ON SALE NOW-UAO-3d Floor Union
AND AT THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
CALL 372-2181

NEED TICKETS TO THE DOC SEVERINSEN
ON PARENTS DAY7 I HAVE 3 $8 SEATS
HURRY AND CALL SUE 354-8440
Need Money? Why not sel Avon. For more
information please cal Phyla at 352-5833
• 'PW Gamma Delta" * •
Rush tonight 7*9
818 Thurstln Ave.
Cal 352-4840 lor rides
Rush
••FLU"

WANTED
THREE GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE. 5th AND
ELM, CALL USA AT 354-8383 AFTER 7:30
PM
WANTED: OARAGE FOR CAR STORAGE
CALL LISA AT 354-8323, 140 Sl.th Street

1 FREE ITEm

Non-smoking roommate needed to share
apartment irery close to campus.
Own room 354-7327.
Need more room? 3 gala need 4th Spacious 2
bdrm apt Only S93/mo BeauMul Spa taolbea 352-8937

on any me pino

1

,

PHI KAPPA PSI IN CONJUNCTION WITH
BUDWEISER BRING HAPPY HOURS AT COLLEOE PARK ON FRIOAY FROM 3:30-7 30

TUTORING
Basic Math- Algebra- Calculus
Reading Grammar -Composition
Cal 8743349 after 8 pm
0AKHURST LEARNING CENTER

SIB looking at bare waaa? Then come lo the
Laser Art Sale In the Student Service EUdg
Forum. Sept 17-21 from 1000-4:00 end
cover those wals with great prints Sponsored
by AM
Streemera has a special surprise coming
soon! Watch for details.

fifii

OF YOUR CHOICE

FALCON HOUSE
WITH THIS COUPON

Student Rec Center
Flt-For-AI Pre-Screening activities
Mon -Thurs . Sept 17-20
5.30-8 pm
Activity Center

Alpha Xi'a
The weekend wi be MOT after you warm it up
with us tonight
TheiaChW

\76e TVoma* at Red

GOOD THRU 9/22/84

SERVICES OFFERED

A-Cra-O's. get psyched lor the bathtub race on
Saturday Coach Jeff

GENE WILDER!.

140 E. Woosler Bowling Green Ph. 352-3610

PLEASE GIVE ME A RIOE TO DAYTON THIS
WEEKEND GREG 372-5633. or 3720331

PERSONALS

Klbs $2.00

your Running Shoe S Sportswear Headquarters"

RIDES

9:30

WED. EVE ADULTS $2 KIDS $1
SAT a SUN MATINEES ONLY 12.00
ALL 1st RUN MOVIES

Assorted Colors

Loat: One brown wallet on Sunday, Sept. 8. II
found please call 3524233 or 372-2601 and
aak for Steve.

Typaig. Papers, dissertations, ale 372-2281
or 352 0635

THURSDAY
STUDENTS WITH VALID IDS
ONLY S2.00
.—

Found I960 Class ring in Oft East laundry
room Sept 4 372-6197

Go Marian Marchiano1 Good fob on USG Public
neaWTOm what a Gamma Pm1

Brathaus
Happy Hours
Fn t Sat Afternoon

05K Co « wh«v> oie)«""i9
fi— D»l.v*iy
.-J->JKjO©IIO'j OM COUPON PER PirZA
fnzzci
<00pm
352-5166

V0i»d B#»t Pina Mi B.C.

expires 12-31-84

Don't forget to place your Homecoming Mum \
order as soon as possible!!!

Warned: Female roommate needed immediately House located near campus « town.
$125 month, lurmshed. utmhes a phone Cal
now 352-8792
Need female to lease in nice house
■mmedielely'Cal 352-6442
House si 319 E. Evers. cloae to campus

HELP WANTED

<tS*WSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS/MSSSSS,'S/SV//SSS/"*/SSS>S 'S/S S//S..//SSSS-'SSSSSS'S/SS S'sss/.

Long Stem

.

RED ROSES

$6.00DOZ

Fancy

$5.00

CARNATIONS

D0Z.

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

CABINET
is now taking applications
for assistants to:
•
•
•
•

Academic Affairs
Public Relations
University Committees
Student Welfare

♦^7
434 E. WOOSTER
>A
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. tj>

Toledo company wants senior marketing maror
for part bme Intemahip Pays S4.50AV. Cal
cooperative Education 3722451.
Mature temele babysitter-Perrysburg resident
Daytime hours-option tve in' Cal 874-6640
after 7 00 p m Good Morw>y

FOR SALE
GET READY
ONE
SEMICOLON
SIDEWAYS EIGHT
1972 Honda CB 350. Good Condition S400 or
best offer 3723448.
Harmon Kardam 570 40 wait per channel.
Receiver exec cond $225 00 Cal Herb M
3722959

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1975 Pinto Body en embarrassment but it
runs Noisy. May be seen al 128 Manvme. or
cal 372-0308 Make offer

kdiled b> I rude Michel Jaffe
ACROSS
1 "Sound ol
Music family
6 Yam-spinners
medium
ii Feels the cold
13 Bluster and
dull
15 Cockpit sharer
16 Crown and
rOD«S
17 Soap ptant
18 Tide tot a Louts
20 Apertures
21 Tabula
22 Tuesday on me
Seme
24 Hogmanay
ceietwanf
25 Loo* we'
26 Small change
m Chile
28 Federal agcy
29 Virgil s
magnum opus
31 Speakers o*
Romance
languages
33 KPsatltre
34 Ultimate degree
35 Tillany weights
38 Conceited
41 Sounds ot
pleasure
42 Pami anew
44
Oashan
Ethiopian
mountain
46 irreclaimable
48 Indian title
49 Advanced
50 I ndo European
52 Mauna
53 Lively dance
54 Another lively
dance
56 Come on lor

4 Soccer great
5 PGA member
6 Before tape or
record
7 Predecessor ot
nches^
6 P.miico et al
9 Tonic trom
willow bark
10 Anthology
makers
11 Declivity
12 leave high and
dry
13
wrealh
14 Conical kilns
19 Fragment
22 Champion m
Mam;
23 Rowena s
teioved
26 vVood for a
molhproot
chest
27 RiverDanh
disporter
30 Nedher s
partner
32 Sacred
monogram

1'

58 M'A-S'Hfote
59 More alarming
60 industrialist
Cyrus
61 Garment
DOWN
1
Becket
2 Sharp retort
3 Cilyhter
Segovia

'

i

■

35
36
37
38
39
40
4t
43

Hymn
Site ol Nineveh
Graduated
Goilshoe
leaturea
Fretworh
Brona players
Too bad1
Yoko

45 Packer Ha llol
Famer
47 Blemish
49 Tours' river
51 Not a chance'
53 Carson's
predecessor
55 100 yrs
57 Rubber stamp
letters
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7-PIECE PROFESSIONAL
ROGERS DRUM SET
WITH ZILDJIAN CYMBALS
NCLUDES HEAVY-DUTY HARDWARE AND
CASES
CALL RANDY AFTER 9:30 P.M.
AT 288-2105
Buldnga. Al steel Clear spsn 30 X 40 lo 100
X 150 Must sel immedietely. cheep 517-2638211

FOR RENT
Available now 2 bedroom
5355937

2 person. 1 bdrm apt available next semester
Close to campus, reasonable rent Almost new
tecittties Cal 354-8219 or 372 0684
Rent: 3-bedroom house furrashed Hurry, tree
la a good one' $330 plus uMtiea 354 7642

•)
U

Video Cassette and Video Dae rental
3 days. 3 movies. $29 95
Video Ctr 1028 N Mean

II

354-3513

u

■'

AUDI 100LS new transmission, battery, reer
tree, starter WB give to highest offer Andy
352-7043

F roommate needed to eublet apt Field manor
apis $112.50 mo I electric and phone Cal
354-8579

u

U

Chevy Impair. 74 Very dependable. 70K-ml
Am/Fm, 8 Irk 19 mpfl $225 Refrigerator $85,
Couch $30 Cal Tom McGanne 354-7217

FmrJey Prol w* Exchange room and board lor
part Bme babysitting 1-424-0274

■1

A

Various power toota. Bearcat programmable
acanner. Craftsman loobox.electrical extension cords. Sanyo stereo speakers.354-8976.

QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL 352-2130

H
1

W

19 inch Ba W TV$25
13 inch B j w TV- 2 years ok), hardly used
$30, 3548995

1982 HONDA 750 CUSTOM WINOJAMMER,
LOW MILES 354-3071
ANSWER TO MEVIOUS PUZZLE:

1

■Mm

AVAILABLE: 405 Student Services
DEADLINE: Friday, September 14,
5 p.m.

EARN S40O TO S800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE 0ETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S PO
BOX 26791. CHICAGO. IL 60625-0791

FinrJey Prof, vrl exchange room and board lor
part erne Qabysfttlno 1-424-0274
Part I Fi* Bme. maintenance skate. A auto
. but nol necessary Cal 352 5335

*S' FLO,.
Undergraduate Student Government

CO-OPPORTUNITY.
Foaloria Company desves pan-time programmer lor lal semester Cal cooperative educahon program al 372-2451

■

Aperlment avalaMi dose to campus 9 or 12
month leeae Cat 354-2998
2 MDflOOM HOUSE FOR RENT. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 352-5336
Deny Rental and Laeamg $14 00 perdey Auto
Outlet 352 2227 1010 S Mam SI

